
Welcome to our January WHAg Mag 

'Real Farming, Real Farmers, and Real Citizens'
 

Most of you who are part of the growing Agroecological movement will already

know that the Oxford Real Farming Conference went virtual this year which also

enabled it to expand its reach and go global. Feeling a bit sad about not being

there on our stand as usual, we were quickly cheered up by this amazing

celebration of real farming around the world. Over 5,000 participants and

hundreds of speakers kept us enthralled and inspired with an incredible 7 day

programme.

 

WHAg presented two sessions (so much more nerve wracking online than in person

and thank goodness for the calm presence of the ORFC staff and volunteers); one

a panel of international veterinary researchers, presenting alternative solutions to

infectious livestock diseases (to be featured next month), and the other a

workshop exploring feminine values in the context of livestock farming,(featured

below) which threw up some fascinating insights by our all female panel. (Well it

started off all female but we had to rope in a dodgy, rogue male at the last

minute).

 

From real farming to real farmers, and this month we bring you an interview with

siblings Tim Downes - a well known organic dairy and beef farmer from Shropshire,

and his sister Sarah Appleby - a heritage Cheshire cheese maker. Both have been

strongly influenced in their values and farming ethos by their parents and we hope

you will enjoy their ReGen Chat as much as we did.

 

On and to real citizens . . . our blog focusses on the important shift we should all

be making to take us from ‘consumer’ to ‘citizen’ and the empowerment this

brings to ourselves and our communities. WHAg's Chair, Lawrence Woodward,

explains the 'importance of the concerned citizen & reciprocal obligation'. 

 

Finally, if you enjoy this month's read, do forward it to others who might

appreciate it too, not forgetting to remind them to subscribe....Until next time,

we wish you well,

 

The WHAg team

 

Since we at WHAg are passionate about farmers and farming systems that respect

the health of us all, it was inspirational and uplifting to hear from others taking

wholistic approaches to livestock health challenges such as internal parasites - the

conventional treatment of which contributes to (among other things) 

environmental damage.  Usually the more ecologically and biologically sound

alternatives do not get the attention they deserve, being rarely documented,

evaluated or promoted, so we were excited to bag a place in the workshop: 

Worm Control Without Anthelmintics, chaired by the Soil Association, and

featuring farmers and researchers having success with 'bio controls' such as

heather and - wait for it - ‘killer funghi’!

 

View the full workshop here

 

 

Our own workshop Exploring Feminine Values in the Context of Livestock

Farming was intended to be small and intimate except that the day before our

scheduled session, we were asked if we could 'open it up' as there were 90 people

on the waiting list - whereupon we quickly roped in our Chair Lawrence Woodward

to help facilitate. We had expected the gender balance of the audience to favour

females but we hadn't quite bargained on him being the only male (except for a

few apparent background lurkers). Judge for yourselves whether he held his own

in a session which threw up a few 'uncomfortable' issues.

View the full workshop here

Farmer Feature - As Happy as a Cow in Clover
 
We were delighted to see two successful organic dairy farmers, Tim Downes and

his sister Sarah Appleby, not only being showcased in the Winter 2020 edition of

Grass & Forage Manager magazine, but also on the Carbon Calling channel,

chatting about their experiences and approaches to their dairy businesses . . . 

Click image below to view the video

During the interview, Sarah explains

how she and her husband Paul

transformed his family's dairy and

Cheshire cheese-making enterprise

from an intensive system into

something much more sustainable.

While the decision to return to and

preserve the heritage of Cheshire

cheese-making is part of their success

story, their buyers - Neals Yard being

one - confirmed that they had taken

the right path, since their customers

(we love informed citizens!) were

asking searching questions 'about

animal welfare, and whether the milk

for this cheese comes from grazing

cows'. Sarah is fascinating as she

celebrates the nuances of every ‘time

capsule’ of cheese; different

depending on weather, pasture and

even the mood of the cheese-maker

on the day!

Sarah's brother Tim Downes, a

forward thinking organic dairy farmer

(and hugely in demand as a speaker

and panelist) acknowledges their

inspirational parents' contribution to

his style of farming. Producing milk

products for an international market

where the contract depends on a

‘lifetime no antibiotic’ policy, Tim has

taken a ‘prevention is better than a

cure’ philosophy to heart,

incorporating  the judicious use of

homeopathy into his health

management system. As he tells his

listeners (including his self-confessed

sceptic interviewer) . . .  "your £50

antibiotic bottle treats one cow; for

less than a quarter of that price I

have enough homeopathic remedy

to treat 50 cows."

January Blog
'Public money for public goods' isn’t healthy and neither are

market comparisons – you have to take the whole

 
The Importance of the Concerned Citizen & Reciprocal Obligation

by Lawrence Woodward - our WHAg Chairman
 
If you are a farmer you will know that 'public money for public goods' is the in-

vogue catchphrase that’s currently masquerading as agricultural policy. Few

farmers though have yet woken up to the fact that they themselves are not

needed to maintain dry stone walls, or hedgerows, or trees, or rights of way or to

rewild large tracts of land. These can all be delivered by non-farming contractors

on a transactional basis, i.e. they can come in, be paid to do the work and leave.

It’s just an extension of the dread hand of the valueless market.
 
Farmers and non-farmers will probably know without thinking about it too hard

that Calvin Klein has little or nothing to do with health. I’ll bet they also

intuitively know that neither he nor any of his representatives are likely to turn

out as voluntary fire fighters if your house catches fire! But do you know why? It's

not as obvious as you think . . . read on.

“There is  . . . a shift from people simply being ‘consumers’ to being global

‘concerned consumers’ and possibly ‘citizens’ as they change their

purchasing patterns and put their £’s behind more ethical foods and

socially conscious brands and businesses.”

We all have buying power and we all have rights, but we also have responsibilities.

So where does this become reciprocal, and why is this so important in the context

of whole health? Take some time out, sit down and prepare to be challenged, and,

hopefully, empowered.

Read more…..
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